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ISTE 2010 > At A Glance 
at a glance      welcome 
Dear Friends,  
We had a wonderful time in Washington, DC, this past June, celebrating the 30th anniversary of 
ISTE and our annual conference and are glad so many of you were there to join in the festivities. 
As we look forward to ISTE's 31st conference and exposition in Denver, the time is right to set 
our sights beyond the horizon and begin building our agenda for the future.  
As ISTE's global membership continues to grow, the urgency to share proven ways technology 
improves education grows, and the ease of using web-based tools to communicate and 
collaborate with each other grows. Colorado's Rocky Mountains are a perfect reminder of how 
high we've climbed to get here...and how much potential exists to take Ed Tech the extra mile 
high! They are a perfect symbol of the heights we've attained and offer a view of our intention to 
reach even greater achievements and milestones in educational technology!  
We are thrilled and humbled that even in the recent difficult economy you have shown that professional development and knowledge 
sharing through ISTE membership and conference participation is something you value highly. 
Please join us in Denver, June 27–30, 2010, and help us achieve even greater pinnacles for successful learning and teaching 
with technology! 
Respectfully, 
Leslie S. Conery, PhD 
ISTE 2010 Conference Chair 
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Piontek is now "Head of School" at the Hawaii Technology 
Academy (HTA). A unique state charter school, HTA has been 
transforming public education through a hybrid model of 
individualized learning that combines classroom and virtual 
learning across the islands of Oahu, Kauai, Maui, the Big Island, 
Lanai, and Molokai. The school performed at the top of 
Hawaiian public schools its first year, and doubled its 
enrollment to 500 students by its second year.  
His 2009 book, Blogs, Wikis, and Podcasts, Oh, My! Electronic 
Media in the Classroom, will be available for purchase at ISTE 
Central prior to the closing session on Wednesday afternoon. 
Piontek will be available in the Wells Fargo Lobby (Lobby D) 
for signing immediately following the session. 
ISTE Deputy CEO and Conference Chair Leslie S. Conery will 
give closing remarks. Also look for an introduction to ISTE 
2011: Philadelphia "Unlocking Potential" and an air-hotel-
registration giveaway! The Outstanding Leader of the Year, the 
Kay L. Bitter, and the Sylvia Charp awards will be presented. 
The session will also be available via VOD on the ISTEVision 
Network. Tweet the keynote at #iste10keynote and add your own 
minute-by-minute commentary to the event Twitter stream.  
ISTE's Annual Conference & Exposition · June 27 30, 2010 · Colorado Convention Center ·
Denver, CO  
  
 
 
